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All the armies of Europe and Asia...could not by force take a drink from the Ohio River or make a track on the Blue Ridge in the trial of a thousand years.




No, if destruction be our lot we must ourselves be its author and finisher. As a nation of free men we will live forever or die by suicide.






-Abraham Lincoln

		

	
		
		

Welcome to the Watchman Institute




"Warning Nations Preparing Generations"




WIBR/WARN End Time Ministry



	


	
		



"I desire to bless and praise the name of God Most High for appointing me my birth in a land of Gospel Light where the glorious tidings of a Savior and of pardon and salvation through Him have been continually sounding in mine ears."

The papers of Robert Treat Paine.  Stephen riley and Edward Hanson Editors Boston Massachusetts.
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The Watchman Institute & Warn Radio

This a website of the WIBR/WARN Radio ministry. We feature indepth biblical articles and teachings. Three radio shows weekly are on the agenda. Take a look and enjoy a total Christian website and materials.  All featuring the Word of God. Browse awhile. Thanks for visiting!
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			Head on over to the WIBR/WARN Radio for all the latest articles, shows, and more! Go To Warn-Usa.com | DanaGlennSmith.com | WIBR/Warn Radio declaring God's truth 24/7 throughout the world!
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The Rising Review
 


***** Sledge Hammer


5.0 out of 5 stars An ominous warning for America. Reviewed in the United States on December 13, 2023. 



Verified Purchase
I have read this book thoroughly, and it is quite a page turner. The author, Dana Glenn Smith, wrote The Rising before all the riots erupted across America. He doesn't have a crystal ball, but he relies on the input provided by our Lord. Some folks will ask if it is possible for treasonous forces inside America to be actively trying to bring America down. The forces of the evil darkness will do whatever it takes, to satisfy their dark lord. Pick up The Rising, you'll be glad that you did.
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Steel the Darkness Review
 


***** Sweetrain


5.0 out of 5 stars Have faith. Reviewed in the United States on August 20, 2018



This book kept me on the edge of my seat, I had a hard time putting this book down. It has a few surprises along the way. I have to say there are a few characters that are my favorite, the Uncle, Tiger, the Uncle's best friend, the Pastor and his wife and the relative of the Uncle. Steel the Darkness is an enjoyable read and leaves the ending wide open for another one. The Col is an evil man, one that seems to be out for only one thing, The destruction of human souls. Will he prevail or will the faith of the People fighting against the darkness win?
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					The Rising E-Book

				
				$3.99

				
				Buy product
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					The Rising Hard Cover

				
				$33.95

				
				Buy product
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					The Rising Soft Cover

				
				$14.99

				
				Buy product
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					Steel the Darkness E-book

				
				$9.50
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					Steel the Darkness Paperback

				
				$14.50

				
				Buy product

			




Warn Radio can be found on these Platforms






You can listen to any of our three Warn Radio broadcasts on our websites or on the platforms below. These are the platforms we know about. We do have some overseas. Our Warn Radio series are found only on our Warn Radio site at Warn-Usa.com.
	




W.A.R.N. Network Links for Warn Radio

WARN Radio Network is available through these carriers on our Watchman Alert Radio Network:


On our website Warn-Usa.com in our posts for listening and downloads


On our websites via the Spreaker app on both Warn-Usa.com and DanaGlennSmith.com


You can also find Warn Radio on these website streamers below:



Warn Radio is now on Amazon Music



Amazon Prime Music
 

Blubrry

iHeartRadio

Apple Podcasts

Spreaker

Stitcher

Tunein

Google Play Music

 Warn Radio Visions on Blogtalkradio

Podcast Addict

CastBox

Google Podcasts

Deezer

Spotify

Anchor






Hours & Info

WIBR/WARN Radio 

P.O. box 280

Mills, Wy  82644
N/A
N/A
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Policies – Terms

FTC & Company Disclosure

This notice is in addition to our policies and terms and other information found here!

When you click on an Amazon link on this site you will pay the Amazon standard price for that item, but we will receive a small commission. This is an affiliate payment from Amazon and does not represent royalties or interfere with your relationship with your publisher or Amazon. The author gets paid the same percentage from their publisher and Amazon, as if we had no affiliate link.
No testimonial from a member has been, or will be paid for.

WIBR/WARN Websites


Voices America

Samuel Adams

"It does not take a majority to prevail...but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men."



Ronald Reagan

"If we lose freedom here, there is no place to escape to. This is the last stand on Earth."


Sign up for Newsletter.
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Visit Warn Radio End time Radio and Advocacy				

			
							
					* Jefferson * Paine * America

"God who gave us life gave us Liberty. Can the liberties of a nation be secure when we have removed a conviction that these liberties are the gift of God? Indeed I tremble for my country when I reflect that God is just, that His justice cannot sleep forever." 



-- Thomas Jefferson (1774)


When we let people in for free~ When we give people everything for nothing "What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: it is dearness only that gives every thing its value."



-- Thomas Paine, The American Crisis, No. 1, 1776
				

			
							
					

America Blessing or Cursing

“Be assured, the evil person will not go unpunished, But the descendants of the righteous will be rescued."
–Proverbs 11:2



Scripture Bottom Line

He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he which is filthy, let him be filthy still: and he that is righteous, let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still. And, behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work shall be. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last.
(Rev 22:11-13)
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
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					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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